
(Silver) AN-PUCM
(Black) AN-PUCMB

(White) AN-PUCMW
Under Counter Mounting Bracket

Accommodates 13" and 15" AQUOS™ Liquid Crystal Televisions

Sharp reinvented the way we watch television in the kitchen with the new AN-PUCM/B/W under-the-cabinet mount. The
AN-PUCM/B/W is the first mounting system on the market to effectively manage cables as well as the AC Adaptor supplied
with the Sharp AQUOS Liquid Crystal Television. This innovative new design is revolutionizing kitchen-mounting systems
and allows installation of 13" and 15" AQUOS televisions directly under kitchen cabinets. When the AQUOS is not in use, the
mount folds and the LCTV virtually disappears. When it’s time to watch TV, simply slide and fold down the mount to allow
the AQUOS to swivel 360-degrees for choosing the best viewing angle. This mounting system is available in silver, black or
white to coordinate with the various AQUOS cabinet colors and complement any kitchen décor.

CableTrac Cable Management: Finally, a solution that hides
all the cables within a bracket. Cables from the AQUOS are fed
directly through the mount’s arm, into a plastic encasing and
up through the cabinet to connect to any signal source such
as cable or satellite and to the power outlet. The mounting
bracket installation is as clean and sleek as the AQUOS Liquid
Crystal Television it supports.

AC Adaptor Management: The AN-PUCM/B/W is the only
kitchen cabinet bracket in the industry that conceals the AC
adaptor that ships with every AQUOS. If desired, the adaptor
can be placed into an optional custom enclosure shipped
with every mount and matches the finish of the back of the
AQUOS. This enclosure is mounted directly under the cabinet
and is hidden by the cabinet’s front facing trim. If the AQUOS
needs to be mounted higher and there is space in the cabinet
for the adaptor, the optional custom enclosure provides a
streamlined solution.

Tilt and Swivel Capability: When folded down, the
AN-PUCM/B/W can tilt up to 10-degrees for taller viewers.
This mount also allows an astounding 360-degrees* of
effortless swivel action. This can be extremely beneficial
when there are multiple viewing locations throughout the
kitchen and/or if the user moves around within the space.

TeleFold System: When you’re not watching TV or need the
extra counter space, this mount allows you to fold up the
AQUOS so that it is inconspicuous. This versatile system
accommodates up to a 15" AQUOS folded completely under
a standard 12" deep cabinet.

Rigging Plate: The optional Rigging Plate is included
with every mount and can be utilized when increased
reinforcement is required. Simply sandwich the bottom of the
cabinet between the mounting bracket and rigging plate.

*Actual Swivel may be slightly less due to interference between the size
of the AQUOS and depth of the cabinet.

Unit Dimensions: Please refer to diagram on next page

Unit Weight: 4 lbs.

Carton Dimensions: 8 3/8" x 3 1/4" x 13 1/8"  (w x h x d)   

Shipping Weight: 5 lbs.

Maximum Load Capacity: 10 lbs.

Mountable Surfaces: Upper Cabinets

UPC:
AN-PUCM: 074000362093
AN-PUCMB: 074000362208
AN-PUCMW: 074000362192

Features & Specifications:

Features include:

Viewing Position Folded Position



Dimensions

Product specifications and design subject to change without notification.

Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty: 5 Year Parts and Labor

See Operation Manual or your dealer for complete details.

TV screen sizes measured diagonally.
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